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YaIe Un ive rs i ty

The thrust of what I have to say can be summed up in four

questions, The first question is simply: Is there a crisis

in Black Studies? And if there is a crisis, the second ques-

tion is, why does this crisis exist? (I hope we a}l agree

that there is.) Thirdly, what is the nature of this crisis?

And finally, what is the future of Black Studies? That will

constitute the body of my report on the present conditions of

the Black Studies progrErms.

Ihe first question, then: Is there a crisis in Black

Studies? I think that very few would argue that there isn't.

Too many program directors rl,ho are facing the kinds of hassles --

budgetary problems, and administrative hang-ups - that the white

people are throwing at them - are not aware that these problems

are general. They are. Everyone whom I have seen who runs a

program is confronted with the age-old problems of money, staff,

office space, secretaries, phones, stamps, etc. There are a

series of little bitty, nagging, petty problems that people try-

ing to implement Black Studies progr.rms have to face.
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However, that iE not the criEiEl Etroae things are in-
evitable with any new movement. The crisis, I think, arlseg

much less from these petty budgetary and administrative has-

sles than from the simple lack of knowledge of r.rh at \{e are

doing. So, I think that the gist of the crisis is that we

have not spent enough time talking about what Black Studies

is, to know what we ought to be doing. When the partially
blind accept responsibility to lead the totally blind out of
the darkness, there is bound to be some stunbling over feet.
In fact, I think that is what we are doing at the moment.

So we come down to r.rhat, I have to confess , may be a

brutal but I think, personally, an honest assessment, that
at the moment, Black Studies does not exist. In too many

instances the enthusiasm for Black Studies haa in fact gener-

ated what I would call a new category of academic, pimps and

hustlers, both black and white. Brothers are trucking Black

Studles. Theyrve discovered the amounts of noney available

for Black Studies represent a rapid scaling up of personal

status, academic rank and professional income. Lots of peo-

ple who confess that they know nothing about what they are

doing proceed to go ahead and try to do it anyway. That is

not intrinsically bad in the sense that few of us actually

knov, vrhat we are doing, but when in fact one definitely con-

ceals his lack of information to make sure that nobody finds

out that he doesn't know what he is doing, then he is faking

r,
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it. WeII, the faking of programs will be exposed and elimi-
nated. I hope that not many fakers have managed to sneak

j.nto our deliberations here. It matters very little if you

have. Those who are faking it know, and everybody eJ,se wilt
find out soon enough. What is going to have to happen, frank-
1y, is that we must confess that we really don,t know what is
going on. Then we must attempt to go back to the basis of our

blackness, and find out what we have to do. That's going to
mean that many people are going to have to get over a lot of
old hang-ups about their traditional roles as teachers.

Now the second question: !{hy does the crisis exist?
I think the reason that this crisis exists is the s arne reason

that the society is in a crisis. I don,t think you can sepa-

rate American educati.on from American society. you can do

it analytical.ly, but in practice it is almost impossible.

Basically, there are a set of assumptions which underlie
this society. Most of them not articulated. And since they

have never been made very explicit, most Americans don't
even think about them, I call this set of assumptions

"Western Cultural Imperialism". Ttrey consist of ingrained
notions about an evolutionary process r about manrs movement

from one civilization to another civilization: a belief that
western nan (that is, white people) represents the highest state
of evolution in terms of culture that man has ever achieved; and

a belief in the United States as the epitome, the highest plateau
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of human civilization. Becauae it is an evoLutionary assump-

tlon, whitey believes it inevitable that other people farther
behi.ndl must fo1low him. Itrus non-whitea are leas civJ.lized,
primitive, underdeveloped, underprivileged, etc. you have

heard the whole set of value judgrments that people apply to
people they feel beneath them.

What I have done is to try to point out that the prevait-
ing definitions ln America of intellectual validity and worth
are derived from that tradition, that if you 9o dot n to the
heart of what it is that is deflned as being intellectually
valid in American schools and Western unj,versities, it comes

do'rn to anything that is a part of the Western cuLtural tradi-
tion. In one sense, scholarship has been the history of !{est-
ern cultural endeavors and their impact upon lesser cultures.
Ihat is, hoh, have we succeeded in elevating these lesser people

to something which approximates hrhat they ought to be. you can

begln to understand how people who caII themselves historians
argue that the whole of African history $ras a footnote to some-

thing the English were doing in Asia. African history has been

for too long simply a study of what white people were doing

in Africa.

What I am trying to argue is that because of an unarticu-
lated set of values, there is a conceptuat blind spot in Amerj.can

education. Itle conceptual blind spot is the inabiLity to concep-

tualize alternate and equally valid sets of cultural values that
did and do exist. Western education had to believe that there
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were no other values that were worthwhile. That is the only
way Europeans could explain how they could do some of
tie things that have been done in the name of spreading some_

thing like Christianity. In fact, I would argue that Chris_
tianity is the same set of values, that it really cornes down

to a belief about man and universalism: they have found a way

through which all men can reach salvation. They must spread
this to all men and if some d.on't believe in it, they must be

forced to believe because thi.s is the way the Lord told us.
Wel1, Irm not arguing about Christianity, I'm simply saying if
you und.erstand how it is used to impinge upon other sets of
varues, you can understand. their definition of intellectual
validity.

the gut of what I have to say is simply that American

education can be defined in functionar terms as white studies.
It is precisely because American education is white studies
that there is a crisis in Black Studies. Black Studies is an

equal , opposite and alternative imperative, which has forced
the advocates of white studies to rearize for the first time that
they were not talking about objectivity and the broadening of
human endeavors: they were only talking about white studies.
Except they donrt know it. They continue to believe that they
are talking about man's total environment, end.eavors.

Also, some of the causes and crises of Black Studies can
be related to integrationism. I cannot spend a lot of time talk_



lng &out the rise and fall of integrationiam, but very brief-
Iy, I believe that integratlonisn and Western cultural impe-

rialisn are the same. Ttl at in fact integrationism has become

a buhdark of racism precisely because lt has become unilateral.
If you think in functional terms about what integrationism has

meant and what it means novr, it simply means that there is this
ideal again, an ideal to which we should aspire, of which we

should want to become a part. But the proceBs of integrating
has always meant losing those negative values and cu]tural
assumptions which have kept you outside it. In other words, lt
is the assumption that there is this white thing up here that
we all must become a part of and that as we shed the vestigeE
of blackness, we will move forward until we reach the Western

cultural level.
Advocates of integration have difficulty understanding or

being able to sympathize with people who talk about Black

Studles. You are throwing up in their face everything they

have believed aII their lives. They have really been ashamed

of bLaokness. They wonrt say it; they simply define blackness

as lrhat has kept us dol,rn. Itley must get out of the limitations
of that definition, and the only way they can get out of it is
to accept the next }ogical statement within that definition:
WeII, we cantt change white peoplers attitudes about Btack

people, so we will change our own perceptions of blackness and

the reality of it and ourselves. We will become white and there-
by be accepted: integrationism.

9
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So they oppose Black Studies not for intellectual reasons

but for basically political ones. Black Studies is part of a

revolution that proposes to sweep away the dead heads of inte-
gration, and they canrt deal with it. One should understand

that when evaluati.ng their criticisms of Black Studies.

Ihe crisis is in fact a product of two things: (l) not

very many young blacks have any real perception of historical
depths of serious study about blackness. It is precisely

because Black history wasn't taught to the young, when the

wave of black consciousness began coming through colleges and

universities in the early sixties, that the younger blacks be-

lieved -- quite sincerely -- that it was they who discovered

blackness. And they believed it was they who had to carry the

burden of implementing it. They refused to believe that anybody

older had anything to do with it because nobody ever told them

that history began before them. And because of that, they have

been, frankly, ignorant and uninformed about the ways that one

implements formal studies of blackness. So thatts one of the

prob lems .

I have described most Black Studies progr.rms as an attempt

to make uncornfortable black students comfortable. It is an

attempt to quiet the niggers. In most instances, it has suc-

ceeded. I arque that eventually, it will become a classical
example of counter-productivi ty because I think frustrated
hope is much more conducive to vioLence than to ambition.
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Black Studies haE never been defined. people have taLked

about it, but we stil1 have yet to cone to some positive con-

clusion as to what j.t is. I donr t believe that. frankly, we

can consider practical strategiea about hov, to implement

Black Studies until we find out erhat it is and srhat its goaLs

should be. In fact, one of ttre major consequences of inj.tial
efforts when you are not clear about the goals, is that you

rnay work at cross-purposes to your ultimate goals. It is some-

thing we ought to consider and think about at great length.
Everybody, as I said earlier, has been beset by budget and

administration squabbles and hassles. I will give you a few

examples to indicate the kind of thing that I have seen.

At one school, a program was announced with a budget of
$50, or $50,000. Fifty or sixty ttrousand dollars sounds like
a lot of money to me, and it sounded like a 1ot of money to the

black students. So they accepted it as a reasonable budget.

I $ras with the director of the progr.rm the first day he went to
see the dean, and they sat down and talked about what that bud-

get actually meant. WeIl, after they took out his salary, the

salaries for the administrative assistants, the salary for the

students who are working, their rent, furniture, telephone,

atamps, ttte whole lrorks, they ended up with $600.00. Six

hundred dollars was his budget. That is how much money he had

to spend. This was a very prestigious institution. The admin-

istration had given enough money to establish the administrative

apparatus for Black Studies but not enough for the program to do

anything.
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That is part of the condescending attitude of many white

administrators, They have been forced to something they didnrt

want to do. AIl right, you have forced them. Now they play

the game bureaucrats play best, in the back room at the budget

table: Let me see, if I slice this out and this out, they

would never kno\,, they were supposed to get it. In fact, you

discover that you are trying to implement a paper program, one

hastily thought out and ill conceived. ft can't be implemented

anlMay. You can't implement it because they didn't give you

the money necessary to implement it. Ttre situation of a Direc-

tor of Btack Studies on many campuses is a pathetic one. It is

one that I sympathize with.

one of the things r vrant quickly to do is criticize some

of the structural models that are now in use. I have tried to

analyze the different ways that people have decided to organize

things and tso measure the degrees of autonomy. And Irm not

talking about any great vision of autonomy; I am just talking

about whether or not you control, whether you real-ly have any

control over what you control, whether you really have any

control over what you do. So, I would Iike to discuss programs

in reverse order, that is, from tle most autonomous to the

least. The basic question is how have individual schools

attempted to organize and orientate themselves in relation-

ship to this thing called Black Studies, r^rhich I will define for

the moment as knowledge defined by Blacks.
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At the top, is obviously a concept of a Black University
initiated by black people, funded by black people and controlled
by black people. Obviously, in this instance, you have as much

autonomy as you are going to get lneide the confines of this
country.

Beneath that, inside formal educational institutions, ls
a second level, a college of Black Studies. At that level , you

are independent and equal to all the other colleges in the

Unlversity with as much administrative autonomy as any other

school.

Beneath that is the level of the department and I think
we are all familiar with the concept of the department.

is erhat I call the program. ThatBeneath the department,

is an administrative arrangement not as independent as a depart-

ment, but one that coordinates the effort8 of a variety of depart-

nents and is usually subject to the whims of the individual
departments and the people who run them.

Beneath that is something I call the autonomouE instruc-
tional center. Ttris is a setting up of an administrative rela-
tionship between blacks and the school which establishes an

institutional structure separate from the normal structure. In

other words, it is not a department and it is not a progr.rm.

Some people call them Afro-American Centers or Afro-funerican

Studies Institutes. They are engaged in activities of formal

academic teaching, but also teach and grant degrees. So that
you are partially teaching and partially doing community work.

I call that an autonomous instructional center.
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Beneath t-hat is something cal.Ied the autonomous coordi-

nating center, where courses are taught without credit. So it

is even less involved in the formal instructj-onal asPect of

the insti-tutlons.

Beneath l-irat is the model caLled ethnic studies, where in

fact what has happened is that the study of black people has

been placed alongside the studies of all the other minority

groups, and where the special features of the black experience

are played down.

Then there is what I caII urban or American Studies,

where BIack SEudies has been submerged even more within ano-

ther field. You have, in other words, a Black Studies option

in American studies, or a Black Studies in urban studies .

Beneath that is something I caII special majors, where

you are even more submerged within a traditional department,

which has decided to alLov, you to concentrate some of your ef-

forts on blackness.

And then, the final one is what I call random offerings,

where no attempt at all has been made to coordinate courses

into something calIed a Black Studies Programi and where, in

fact, people simply take random courses and decide for them-

selves whether or not these constitute Black studies.

Itlere are basic flaws in most of these models. lhe ones

having the most degree of autonomy are obviously the black

university and schools. That is, the concept of Black Studies
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$rithin a larger institution probably has the greate8t chance,

of any model I know, of doing something. I th row stones (and

this may not be justifieil) upon departments of black studies
because I donrt believe that vre really want to get caught up

in what I consider to be a decaying administrative structure.
I think that the whole idea of disciplinary departments is,
in fact, archaic. It is at the root of the probtem of under-
graduate education, and I don't think lre want blackness to be

tied up in that rotten old box because the old box has got to
collapse if American education is to succeed.

The other thing is that I don't believe we have at this
point the conceptual framework to be abre to define Brack studies
in hard enough terms to have a department. What should a depart-
ment of Black Studies consist of? within the universities, the
ldea of the department has a presumption behind it, the presump-

tion being that the department does all there is to be done for
the institution within that particular circumscribed subject
area. So the historians claim to do history and the economists

may have economic history, but they don't try to do historyi Ernd

the psychologists do something else and the sociologists, some-

thing else.

What may happen when you have a Black Studies department

is that the other departments may decide there is nothing

they can do, the niggers are doing it alt. While they haven't
given you €rny money to do it, the fact j.s that you are presumed
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to be able to do it. Imagine, for example, what it would

take to have a department of Black Studies which deals with

the Black experience, and the experiences of people of African

ancestry in Africa. and the Caribbean and all over the world.

Imagine the range of discipline you would have to have before

you could have reasonably encompassed those various areas.

My mind boggles at the thought. what I am saying l-s that
Black Studies cuts across every formal disciplinary line that
there is, and either we accept that and figure out vrhat to do,

or we get trapped in a box we shouldn't want to get trapped in.
That is what I meant by the possibly dire consequences of ini-
tialIy uninformed efforts ending up negating our goals.

I have doubts tiat the program will work. It is an attempt

to say in fact that the departsment is an irrelevant organization-

al scheme and that what we will do is try to go above or outside

the level of the department, and make r^rhat is good into some-

thing we think is better.
Actually, the last four models I consider to be bad. The

model called ethnic studies is, in most instances, expedient

accomodation ism. fhey have this problem of minority students

which they canrt deal with, so they throw them aII together.

Thatrs a trap. I am firmly convinced that lots of people recog-

nize that rrhat you really are doing in ethnic studies is forcinqr

all the competing ninority groups into one littIe box where they

will have to fight it out with each other about the allocation
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of resources. So they gl,ve you, say, a program of Ethnic
studies that has Chicano Studies and Black Studies. Ttrey give
you enough money to run one and a half and one and three-fourths
of a program. And they say, "Look here, here is the moneyi now

you all decide among yourselves how you wiLl distribute it.,,
If you have had any experiences with the awakening conscious-

ness of Chicanos and Blacks, you knov, that they don't ride very
well wittr each other. Imagine trying to convince Chicanoes that

well, this year there isn,t anybody for Chicano leadership,
but we hope next year we will find somebody.',

What the departments mean is that everything is divided
right down the midd.Ie. I mean everyttring: secretaries, desks,

doors, carpets, steps, telephones, the whole works. you have

to, because the symbols are much more important to many black

students at this point than are the realities, and they are not

capable at the moment--and I can understand that--of deferring
gratification. Ttrey do not want to $rait until next year. They

want it now. And the white adminls trators are aware of that.
I think ethnic studies is a trap. I think it is designed to
destroy the concept of Black Studies, Chicano Studies and every

other kind of minority studies being talked about.

I hope it is obvioue from my description that any time any-

body subsumes Black Studies into something else and says he will
let you have a B1ack emphasis within American Studies, it is
illegitimate. The same thing goes for special majors. It is
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obvious when the department of history says: "WelI, o.k., we

will let you concentrate in Negro history." That is bul1.

Now, I want to get into the matter of content. A lot
of Black Studies prograrns are based on that ridiculous phe-

nomenon called "sou1 courses". The soul course is an abom-

ination, and it is going to have t-o be destroyed. A soul

course is a course in which a few uninformed instructors--
either black or white or colored or whatever--come together and

offer courses that deal with blackness. Ittere was one school,

as a matter of fact it was the University of Southern Florida,
where a man proceeded to play records in a class and asked

black students who were sti.ttinlJ on one side of the room and

white students who were sitting on the other side of the room

if ttley could tell from listening to t-he record, who was play-

ing, whether it lras a black man or a white man. Not which black

man or white man or techniques, but whether he $ras black or

white. Black students may be naive: they may not know how to

organize courses, but they damn well know bad ones h,hen they

get into them. What these kids did was leave the course. WelI

that was last year. Now they have a program and the next jive

course they get, they said they weren't going to just get up and

leave; they were going to stop it. That is what I said before

about a classical example of counter-productivity . The old
idea of penny-wiee and pound-foolish.
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one of the ttrings that r rrant to criticize about content
ln terms of courses Ie the whole idea of great books courses.
There are a 1ot of people teaching black hietory and black
sociology courses in terms of the "finestn black books __

tJre ones most versed in the field. There are certain problems
with this. It is bad, first of aI1, because it is wrong, There
are Just vorumes and volumeE of stuff that you can read that is
muctr more interesting than reading ttrlngs like the great books:
and it is wrong because r *rink it cheats the student out of a

sense of excite[Ent and involvement in education. what happens

if the kid says after hj.s freshman year, there is no need for me

to go to college. There may not be. If in his junJ_or year,
he is getting the Eame books that he read in his freshman year.
After a while you get tired of that junk. What I am suggestlng
is that the great books course wonrt do. Itle people are going
to have to know enough about black history, black music and

black art to be able to point to the large number of other
kinds of sources that exiEt: articles, magazines, etc. that
tell you a great deal more than reading a book (which usually
aums up an argument which has been going on for fifty years

among white people). It is very difficult to understand what

ie being argued about untir you understand the 50 years before.
We need to confess the mistakes that have been made and

determine to correct those mistakes. The onry rray we can correct
them is to in fact lift ourselves from the preaent for a moment,
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Iook at vrhat the future must be and how we can make that big
jump between that which is and that which must be. And I think
that one of the things that all of us are aware of is the fact
that there is a great deal- of tension within Black Studies

between potential and reality. I believe that Black Studies is
in fact the cutting edge of a revolution in American education.

It contains within it a1I the kinds of questions and the

implicit assumptions and val-ue judgements which have made Amer-

ican education so rotten. If we deal with and understand. these

questions and imperatives, we will in fact have solved the

problem of how to educate people. One of the things that Black

Studies challenged was the fact of a traditional definition
and relationship of the educational process and the attitudes
of the people involved in it, Most intellectuals will tel1
you that there is no relationship whatsoever between what they

teach a fellow and what he does with it. If that is true, we

have lost. John Calhoun and somebody else went to YaIe. One

used his knowledge to advocate slavery and the other guy, to
oppose it. We just canrt have that. I mean there just arenrt
enough of us around to afford the luxury of that kind of
stuff. We have got to, in fact, destroy that concept. To do

that, r\,e are going to have to do something that, in the end, is
what I would consider to be Black Studies.

I argue that Black Studies cannot be understood outside the

context of a black revolution. That Black Studies is the educa-
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tional arm of a Black revolution. When we are talking about
educatlon and a revolution, lre are not talking slmply about

education and a revolution, we are not simply talking about

the time between when you are five to when you are twenty-five
or twenty-six and getting out of graduate school. Vte are talk_
ing about a life-long involvement in learning, from the time you

are born to the time you die. Black Studies should involve you

from the cradle to the grave. If it doesn't we lose. We have

to create a totality of learning experiences for Black people

whlctr will make blackness automatic and avoid for the next gen-

eration of black children the kind of agonizing appraisals,
anxieti.es and doubts that upset black people today.

We need to start at the level of the home. Black children
have got to be immersed from the day they are born in a situation
hrhere there is a comfortable and free atmosphere of positive
blackness. And from that kind of context, then approach educa-

tional institutions.
Now I am going to try to develop a conceptual model in

laro minutes to explain my conception of the thrust of Black

Studies. There are several variables. The variables are sim-
ply institutional and non -inst itutional efforts, formal and in-
formal education, ideological and intellectual perspectives.

I donrt think you can aeparate Black Studies from black
se I f-determination . Any effort in Black Studies must be direct-
ed to$rards black se I f-determination. I am talking about cre-

a
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ating a series of strategies t hich comprehend,s the complexity
of the relationship black people have to the society and hrhich
will enable us to deal in realistic ways with the American

institutions. There are some things that cannot be don e in
white institutions. white universities cannot, for example,
become black universities; and attempts to make tiem into
brack universities wilr always fair. There are s orne marginal
gains which can be made in white institutions. But there are
other things black people need to do completely outside them.
Universities and Black Studies plograms in universities are
not the Revolution. They are not even Black Studies. Ttr ey
are simply a part of it, a very small part of what is going
on. That needs to be understood.

What I come down to is my attempt to provide some

categories of efforts. Admittedly, they are very crude and

rough and we will argue about them rrm sure. As r indicated,
the variables within my concept of a total educational process
that involves alI the learning experiences which any human

being is exposed to from birth to death are institutionar
and non -ins ti tution a1 kinds of experiences, formal and in_
formal education, ideologicat kinds of experiences, intel_
lectual kinds of experiences. Tt-rese divisions have not been
made in any dogrmatic $ray, and there may be better ways to
categorize the data. I am simply suggesting an analytical
process from which to view individual efforts by individual
black people within the total educationar thrust of Brack
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Studlee .

I beliave there is a need to create a black cultural ethos

in Black Studies. In non-inEtitutional , informal education the
first imperatlve le cultural, the second ttre creation of the
etlros. Ttre gecond one is lnformation, the need to develop

black communications media. people need to be informed wittrin
the black comunity. Thus, we need to create an alternative
aet of cornmunications institutiona to ttroee which exist now.

Black people need to be able to control information, to be

able to knol, that there is a aource of information that i.s

readily available to aII, one where we can get the black per-
spective on what this is, Then from our perspective we can

begin to look at theirs and understand what ttreirs is about.

So there is the information variable.
And there is what I call intentional indoctrinatLon.

I believe that Black Studies is in fact a struggle. Antl

that all B1ack Studies programs, should create for black students

a consciousness of struggle. Black Studies is be comJ.ng as black

as people are becoming. The revolution is becoming. It is
not here.

Black Studies must be flexible in the sense that the flex-
ibility must be derived from a ctranging situation. As a revo-
lutionary imperative begins to succeed, the reality which it
confronts is constantly changing. As you do things that in
fact move you closer to the succeas of your revolutionary goals
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the reality that you confront changes. So in fact if Black

Studies does not become an attempt to deal with the body of
reality, it will also fai1. rt must be capable of dealing, of
changing, of dealing with changes as 1ong as necessary and

t}ten going on to the next stage. Black Studies and struggle.
So what I mean is the intentional indoctrination of

struggle. Individual black people should be given a way of
orienting their day to day life to the total struggle of black
people. That is what I call indoctrination, that d.octors,

lawyers, Indian chiefs all, believe and know that their actions
are aimed at the goal of freedom.

The second thing is the institutional arm, formal and

intellectual . There are three parts to it. First, there are
black initiated and black controlled institutions Iike the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Center, like the MaIcoIm X

University where black people initiate the thing and attempt

to create a situation where they in fact can control vrhat is
going on and where they do quite specific kinds of things.
Research centers, think tanks -- aII of those kinds of tlings
as one aspect of that. Another is institutions where there is
a possibility of black control. Along that line are the black
colleges of the South, where in fact if you play your cards
right you can seize control and make them into what you want.

There are lots of junior colleges, Iike Crane CoIIege in Chicago,
where black people in fact just ripped off the college and carled
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it MaIcoIm X ColLege. There are those kinds of things and
there are paroctrial schools whictr exist in black communities
and whlch can be ripped off and made into aomething relevant.

Then there is the final category, and, I think, the
least important one: efforts within white institutions.
rtley are only marginali and we should get out of situations we

cannot control. within public schools, colleges and universi_
t.i.es,we have to find out what the marginal gains are, and how
to create a situation where black people can survive if they
are still involved with those institutions. Ihat, I think, is
the mission of Black Studies.

What f had hoped to do rras exptain my perceptions of the
role of Black Studies progr.rm Directors. t believe in the good
lntentions of many of the people who are running Black Studies
programs. In fact, the only reason I can continue to talk
about it is that there are lots of people with sound hearts and
good minds and good intentions who are in it. yes, there have
been paper programs: but lots of peopre knew that before they
got started, and they got into it because they wanted to close
the gap between potential and reality. That is what f hope for
the future. That, committed and concerned black people who are
running Black studies programs will in fact learn how to do it.
My closing observation is pretty simple. r believe the mistakes
and the conceptual frameworks of today, are the stepping stones
for the realization of tomorrow rs d.reams.


